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Abstract
The Open Mathematical Engine Interface (OMEI) aims to establish a uniform
application programming interface (API) for heterogeneous mathematical computation engines. A common API such as OMEI can make mathematical engines
easily accessible by front-ends, tools, and servers. It also enables the development
of individual applications that can serve or utilize different engines. The motivation, application framework, specification, and usage scenarios for OMEI are
described. The OMEI interface is applied to implement an API for ELIMINO, a
symbolic system specialing in polynomial chareristic sets computations. With the
OMEI API, ELIMINO becomes a compute engine that is compliant to the Internet Accessible Mathematical Computation (IAMC) framework. Thus, ELLIMINO
gains the Dragonfly GUI for local and remote users as well as the ability to provide
computational services over the Web/Internet.

1 Introduction
The Open Mathematical Engine Interface (OMEI) is an application programming
interface (API) specification for mathematical compute engines. Following a standard
interface specification such as OMEI, applications can access any compliant mathematical engines and vice versa. The concept of OMEI is similar to that of Microsoft’s Open
Database Connectivity (ODBC) which has become the standard for PCs and LANs. Be
becoming OMEI compliant, distributed mathematical components, such as front ends,
servers, tools can easily interoperate with mathematical engines.
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The motivation for this work comes from several areas. First, it is evident that the
demand to make mathematical computing accessible over the Internet is increasing.
Cooperating with other institutions worldwide, the Institute for Computational Mathematics (ICM) at Kent State University initiated the Internet Accessible Mathematical
Computation (IAMC) framework project [8, 9, 17, 18, 19] to provide an infrastructure
for bringing mathematical computational and educational services over the Internet.
The IAMC framework includes an IAMC client, an IAMC server, and a layered protocol model for connecting IAMC clients and servers effectively and efficiently over
the Internet. The computation powers of an existing mathematical compute engine can
be made available on the Web/Internet by an IAMC server or other similar programs.
Consequently, it is essential to have an easy and systematic way for network servers to
interface with compute engines.
The second motivation comes from distributed mathematical computation (DMC),
an important research area in symbolic and numeric computation. The goal of DMC is
to make mathematical computation accessible and interoperable remotely. The DMC
architecture generally consists of a user interface, a programming interface, and a mathematical data encoding on top of the communication network/protocol layers. Contributions can be easily seen in the user interface (e.g. CAS/PI [6], SUI [2] and GI/S [25]),
and the encoding (e.g. OpenMath [1], MathML [4] and MP [3]) , and the protocol (e.g.
MCP [18, 19] and KQML [7]) levels. Nevertheless, the programming interface area
requires more investigation. With a well-defined application programming interface,
distributed mathematical components, such as front ends, servers, and GUIs, can interoperate with different mathematical engines. OMEI is an effort in this direction.
The third motivation for OMEI comes from the development of new mathematical
systems. Generally, a mathematical system contains two main parts: a computation
kernel and a user interface. The same kernel can be served by a number of user interfaces designed for different end users—in industry, education, or scientific research, for
example. Depending on its purpose, a user interface can be simple and straight-forward
or sophisticated and complex. A standard such as OMEI can separate the development
of mathematical engines from user interfaces. Therefore, the two can be developed
independently and both will be usable with any OMEI compliant components.
The last but not least motivation is from main-stream applications that can use
mathematical enhancements. For example, the word processing system Microsoft
Word comes with an Equation Editor to embed mathematical expressions into documents. It would be nice to be able to also evaluate such expressions and to plot their
graphs. OMEI compliant mathematical engines will be easier to integrate into such
systems either as an embedded component or an external process.
APIs for specific mathematical engines, such as Math/Link [13] by Wolfram Research Inc. and Matlab External Interface [14] from MathWorks, exist. They are vendor/engine specific and programming language dependent. Nevertheless, these interfaces provide valuable input and excellent reference for the OMEI effort.
Several other efforts for distributed mathematical computation environment are also
noted. JavaMath [5] is proposed as a standard Java API for client-server mathematical
computation over Java and Java RMI. OpenXM provides a communication protocol
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and also a programming paradigm over its protocol layer. Different from JavaMath
and OpenXM, OMEI is an abstract programming interface specification that works
with any protocol and mathematical encoding. It is language, platform, communication protocol, and mathematical engine independent. Implementations of OMEI are
of course written in specific programming languages for their target mathematical engines.
OMEI has been applied in the IAMC framework to build APIs for the general symbolic computation systems MAXIMA and Mathematica, making them IAMC compute
engines. As a result, these systems are accessible through the IAMC front-end Dragonfly on the Internet. Here, we focus on describing the OMEI specification and its
application for the ELIMINO symbolic computation system.

2 OMEI Overview
The Open Mathematical Engine Interface (OMEI) is an application programming interface (API) specification that aims to be general enough to work for most mathematical compute engines. It specifies a set of function prototypes together with their
syntax and semantics to give a unified programming level interface for heterogeneous
mathematical engines. These prototypes support all operations that are necessary for
server-engine interaction, including connecting to/disconnecting from a compute engine, querying engine capabilities, creating and executing commands, and so on.
OMEI can help mathematical software developers achieve the following goals:
• Engine-Application Interoperability
Compute engines following the OMEI specification will be interoperable with
any user interface, tools, and applications that employ the interface. Conversely,
an application using OMEI to access one compute engine can access any other
engine that is OMEI compliant. With help of the OMEI specification, compute
engines, user interfaces, and applications can be developed separately and independently and still work together.
• Network Accessibility
An OMEI compliant mathematical engine can readily interface to Starfish, an
IAMC server prototype. This means the engine can be used from the Internet via
the IAMC framework. The IAMC framework follows a 3-tier architecture that
consists of IAMC client, IAMC server, and back-end compute engine. IAMC
uses OMEI to connect IAMC servers, such as Starfish, to back end engines.
• Integration of Heterogeneous Mathematical Systems
An application can access and integrate multiple engines by loading multiple
OMEI drivers. An integrated compute engine can combine capabilities from
other engines using OMEI. A parallel/distributed problem solving environment
can be much easier to achieve over the OMEI programming paradigm.
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• 3-tier/multi-tier mathematical systems
In general, OMEI can make building 3-tier/multi-tier distributed mathematical
systems easier by standardizing the engine API.

3 OMEI Specification
OMEI aims to be an interface general enough to work for most mathematical compute engines. It is specified after studying existing mathematical engines and their
user/programming interfaces. The following properties were noticed:
• A compute engine may execute some initialization commands before it begins to
perform user-requested computations.
• A compute engine normally takes one command at a time. Each command has a
terminating character.
• Commands in the form of mathematical expressions are usually encoded in either ad-hoc or standard formats. As an example of standard encoding format,
XML/MathML [4] is getting more and more support from mathematical engine
developers.
• A compute engine returns a result or an error message for a command. Results
may contain text, mathematical expressions, and graphics. The beginning and
end of the result are well-defined.
• A compute engine may ask for extra information from the user in order to complete a particular computation.
• A compute engine may keep track of commands and results.
• Help information and documentation can come from the engine or some other
sources.
• To conduct computations with a compute engine through its API, an external
program usually needs to create and maintain a persistent connection with the
engine.
• To manage computation requests to a compute engine through its API, an external program may need to keep track of certain environmental information such
as the status of previously submitted requests.
• Before quitting, an external program usually must close the connection and free
the allocated resources.
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OMEI establishes several categories of function prototypes to encapsulate such
properties and thus gives a unified programming-level interface for heterogeneous mathematical engines. These prototypes supports all operations that are necessary for serverengine interaction, including connecting to/disconnecting from a compute engine, querying engine capabilities, creating and executing commands, and so on.
Two handles are used in all these function prototypes: OMEICONHandle and
OMEICMDHandle. They correspond to the execution environment for each connection and command, respectively. Before making connection to a compute engine, the
program must allocate a connection handle. Similarly, a command handle must be
allocated before a command is created.
Every OMEI call returns an OMEIRETURN code, which is an integer representing the execution status for each call: -1 means an error occurs; 0 means the call is
successful. The meaning of other return values depends on the individual call.

3.1 Connect and Disconnect
Before the computational power of a compute engine can be exploited, a communication channel must be established. This channel is vital for server-engine interaction
because it is where the commands are issued and the results obtained. The communication channel could be a simple inter-process communication (IPC) pipe or socket,
or a network link based on a communication protocol. In OMEI, the term Connection refers to the communication channel and the term Connection Handle refers to the
connection context.

3.2 Query Engine Capabilities
Once a connection is established, the application is ready to interact with the compute
engine. Before submitting the actual computation requests to the engine, the application can inspect the computational capabilities supported by the compute engine.
Four types of engine capability information can be identified: a CanDo list that
tells what computations the compute engine can provide for this specific connection;
Help information for each individual command; Command template that gives the syntax of an individual command; Mathematical encodings supported. Correspondingly,
OMEI provides four query operations: OMEIGETCanDo(), OMEIGetHelpOnCommand(), OMEIGetTemplateOnCommand(), and OMEIGetSupportedEncodings().

3.3 Creating Commands
A command can be created in three different ways: by giving a string for the command,
by giving a file containing a mathematical expression, or by making several OMEI calls
to enter the command name and arguments. In the first and second approaches, the
command can be either a literal string representing a native command for the engine,
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Figure 1: Interfacing Using OMEI
or math-encoded in a format such as MathML, OpenMath, or MP. In the third approach,
several OMEI calls are used to specify the command name and arguments.
A command handle must be allocated before a command is created. The command
handle is used to save the execution context for an individual command. From the
command handle, we can check the status of a command, fetch the execution result,
and interrupt the execution if necessary. Once the command execution is finished and
the result is fetched, the command handle can be released to free the related resources.

3.4 Executing Commands
A created command is then forwarded to the engine for execution. OMEI specifies
a group of function prototypes to coordinate the command execution. There are five
function prototypes in this group: OMEIExecuteCommand(), OMEICancel(),
OMEIResultEncoding(), OMEIGetResult(), OMEIPutData() , and OMEIQueryDataType() ..

4 Applying OMEI
The OMEI specification can be employed to build an integrated computation environment based on existing compute engines. Moreover, it also provides the reference
programming user interface for new compute engines. The application framework for
OMEI is depicted in Figure 1. Herein the front-end is a mathematical application, a
toolkit, or a networking agent such as a server for the Internet/Web, and the OMEI
compliant mathematical engine refers to the type of engines that come with an OMEI
compliant API.
Interfacing to existing mathematical engines is another story. An existing engine
can certainly be reprogrammed to support OMEI. Another approach is to develop a
separate OMEI driver, a program that implements the OMEI interface for a particular
engine in a specific programming language. In this case, the front-end and the OMEI
driver run in one process. Depending on the driver implementation, the engine may
be internal, external, or remote. Figure 2 shows the application framework in this
situation.
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Figure 2: Interfacing with an OMEI Driver

5 OMEI and ELIMINO
ELIMINO[12] is a new symbolic computation system being developed at the Institute
of Systems Science of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Capabilities of ELIMINO include manipulation of multi-precision numbers and polynomials, computation of characteristic set in Wu’s method[23], polynomial equation solving, geometric theorem
proving, etc..
To make ELIMINO easy to use and widely accessible, a good, standardized programming interface or application framework is needed. Preferably, this interface or
framework can not only be adapted to a good graphical user interface (GUI) for end
users, but also fit in the future computing environment such as Web service framework.
That is, the programming interface or application framework should be able to make
ELIMINO a potential core mathematical compute engine in Web service framework.
By implementing OMEI as ELIMINO’s application programming interface, we
could make ELIMINO engine IAMC compliant and thus achieve an open computation
environment that could provide computational services either locally, or remotely over
Internet/Web environment, or in Web Service framework. The services will be accessible not only through the graphical user interface based IAMC client, Dragonfly for
example, but also by other OMEI compliant tools, such as scientific editors and word
processing systems, with minimal efforts.
OMEI Implementation in ELIMINO
There are basically two approaches to the implementation of OMEI for ELIMINO
compute engine. The most straightforward approach is to use inter-process communication(IPC) to access ELIMINO. ELIMINO reads from standard input and writes to
standard output. The OMEI driver connects to ELIMINO with a two-way pipe, sending computational requests into the pipe and reading computational results from the
pipe. The IPC approach is simple and straightforward, but lacks flexibility and user
control.
As current ELIMINO comes with an API of a set of ad-hoc C/C++ functions, we
have adopted the same-process approach to implement OMEI for ELIMINO. This approach is more flexible and allows users to set up the computation environment, input/output mode, command encoding format, and resource allocation. In-process data
transfer is also more reliable than IPC.
In our same-process approach, the OMEI is implemented above the application
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Figure 3: OMEI via Function Calls
layer of ELIMINO, but below the front-end layer (see Figure 3(left)), providing standard programming interface for front-end layer to access computation powers of the
ELIMINO compute engine.
Our implementation of OMEI drivers for ELIMINO is a standard C/C++ library.
It contains a total of 18 functions for connecting to/disconnecting from ELIMINO,
querying ELIMINO’s capabilities, creating computational commands and executing
these commands, each of them is programmed as the function prototypes specified in
the OMEI specification. Figure 3(right)) shows how the OMEI drivers are implemented
by function calls in ELIMINO.
The following example shows the OMEI calling pattern to perform the simple computation gcd((x+y+z)*(7*x-8*z),(7*x-8*z)*(37*z-87*y*x)) by using ELIMINO.
#include <omei.h>
#include "ELIMINO.h"
main()
1){ OMEICONHandle *mc; /*allocate connection handle*/
2)
OMEICMDHandle *cmd; /*allocate command handle
*/
3)
OMEIString userName = "elim", passwd ="elim";
4)
OMEIString engineName = "ELIMINO";
5)
OMEIString mathMLResult;
6)
OMEIAllocCONHandle(mc);
7)
OMEIConnect(mc, engineName, userName, passwd);
8)
OMEIAllocCMDHandle(cmd);
9)
OMEINativeCommand(cmd, \
"gcd((x+y)*(7*x-z),(7*x-z));");
10)
OMEIResultEncoding(mc, cmd, MATHML);
11)

OMEIExecuteCommand(mc, cmd);

12)

OMEIGetResult(mc, cmd, mathMLResult);
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13)

OMEIDisconnect(mc);

14)

OMEIFreeCMDHandle(cmd);

15)

OMEIFreeCONHandle(mc);
}

First, a connection to the compute engine ELIMINO is established (lines 6-7). Then,
an OMEI command is created from a literal string (lines 8-9). After specifying the
intended encoding for the computation result, the created command is submitted to the
connection for execution (line 10-11). The application then retrieves the result (line
12). Finally we close the connection and free the allocated resources (lines 13-15).

6 Applications: Accessing ELIMINO/OMEI
There are basically two approaches to access our computing environment built over
OMEI and ELIMINO. As OMEI has been adopted in IAMC framework as the unified interface between IAMC server and compute engine, accessing ELIMINO/OMEI
through an IAMC client would be a natural accessing approach For end users, any
generic IAMC client software can be used as an interactive utility to access the computational services from ELIMINO engine. For application developers, the MCP protocol
library can be intergrated into any application to send MCP requests to an IAMC server
to obtain computational services programmatically.
As the OMEI interface is XML compliant, the OMEI/ELIMINO intergrated environment can also be used as the service provider for any XML compliant application,
programmatically or interactively. Particularly, ELIMINO/OMEI can be used to deploy a Web service engine. The following we will discuss these two approaches in
details.

6.1 Accessing ELIMINO/OMEI in IAMC Framework
Dragonfly is an IAMC client prototype and Starfish an IAMC server prototype which
are implemented in Java. The Dragonfly-Starfish approach makes interactive mathematical computations accessible and interoperable over the Internet. By adopting
OMEI as an application interface, ELIMINO can easily use Dragonfly as its local interface (see Figure 4 (a)) or remote user interface (see Figure 4 (b)).
A graphical user interface like Dragonfly not only helps beginning users to get
started in ELIMINO quickly, but also provides potentials for adding into ELIMINO
more functionalities, such as mathematical graphing and plotting. To interface Dragonfly to ELIMINO as a local GUI, a Java OMEI driver has to be developed because
Dragonfly is developed in Java. In other words, Dragonfly has to load this Java OMEI
driver to interact with ELIMINO. The Java OMEI driver could be thought of as a Java
Wrapper for OMEI function calls and it is implemented by using Java Native Interface
(JNI). Figure 5 shows the user interface of Dragonfly as the local GUI for ELIMINO.
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Figure 4: Use Dragonfly as local interface (a) or remote user interface (b)
Using Dragonfly through IAMC as a remote GUI is another story. It is possible to
turn the ELIMINO compute engine into an IAMC server by integrating MCP library
into it. Nevertheless, with the OMEI interface, it is much easier to integrate ELIMINO
into an existing IAMC server, such as our IAMC server prototype Starfish. Starfish is
configured to dynamically locate and load the OMEI driver. With the loaded driver,
Starfish will be able to forward the computational requests to ELIMINO and results to
Dragonfly, or any other IAMC clients. Figure 6 shows the user interface of Dragonfly
as the remote GUI for ELIMINO.
Turning ELIMINO into an IAMC server directly (by integrating MCP library) or
indirectly (by using an IAMC server like Starfish) also has some other potentials. This
will make ELIMINO an IAMC compliant engine and it will be able to serve any MCP
requests from Internet. For example, a Web-based mathematical education system may
send MCP requests to ELIMINO to get answers for some algebra questions, and a distributed crypt algorithm may issue MCP requests to ELIMINO to get some big prime
numbers. In general, Java developers now can use the Java based MCP library [20]
to send computational requests to an IAMC server such as Starfish to obtain computational services programmatically.

6.2 OMEI/ELIMINO as a Web Service Provider
The World Wide Web is more and more used for application to application communication. The programmatical interface made available are referred to as Web services [21].
The Web service model has been rapidly adopted to build distributed applications to
date. Due to its compliance with XML/MathML, OMEI can naturally fit into Web service framework, and OMEI/ELIMINO interface makes it easy and straightforward to
develop mathematics oriented Web services based on ELIMINO engine.
Before we discuss the Web service scenario based on OMEI/ELIMINO, let us take
a look at how Web service works. Web service framework consists of a group of
protocols and specification. The following are essential for Web services to work:
• Web Services expose useful functionality to Web users through a standard Web
protocol. In most cases, the protocol used is SOAP.
• Web services provide a way to describe their interfaces in enough detail to allow
a user to build a client application to talk to them. This description is usually
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Figure 5: Dragonfly as a local GUI
provided in an XML document called a Web Services Description Language
(WSDL) [22] document.
• Web services are registered so that potential users can find them easily. This is
done with Universal Discovery Description and Integration (UDDI) [16].
Web services depend on the ability of components to communicate with each other
even if they are heterogeneous systems. The common encoding mechanism is crucial to the success of Web services and the encoding mechanism adopted by Web
services is XML. The implementation of ELIMINO/OMEI has inherent support for
XML/MathML encoding and thus can be used to build and deploy Web services easily
and quickly.
The XML/MathML support for ELIMINO/OMEI is built over XMEC [24] package, an eXtensible Mathematical Encoding Converter into Java OMEI driver for ELIMINO engine so that the engine could accept input and produce output encoding in standard encoding formats, such as MathML. The ELIMINO/OMEI environment itself
now can accept and evaluate XML/MathML code and generate MathML output. It
provides sematics and document oriented processing capabilities for XML/MathML.
Other procedure oriented XML processing, such as SOAP message passing and Registries, will still rely on generic development environment. Currently, both J2EE and
Visual Studio .Net provide generic APIs and frameworks for Web serices development.
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Figure 6: Dragonfly as a remote GUI

7 Conclusion
The OMEI effort investigates ways to establish a uniform API for mathematical compute engines and how such a uniform API can make distributed mathematical computation easier. We have applied the OMEI specification in ELIMINO, new computermathematics research system developed in China. The OMEI interface entitles several
new features for ELIMINO, a new computer-mathematics research system, with minimal efforts. An existing graphical user interface, Dragonfly, could be used to access
ELIMINO locally and remotely. As an IAMC compliant compute engine, ELIMINO
can be used as a compute server for Internet based mathematical computational and
education systems. Moreover, OMEI also help ELIMINO gain interoperability with
other OMEI compliant tools, such as scientific editors and word processing systems.
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